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Abstract. Data visualization plays a crucial role in identifying interesting patterns in exploratory data
analysis. Its use is, however, made difficult by the large number of possible data projections showing different
attribute subsets that must be evaluated by the data analyst. In this paper, we introduce a method called VizRank,
which is applied on classified data to automatically select the most useful data projections. VizRank can be
used with any visualization method that maps attribute values to points in a two-dimensional visualization
space. It assesses possible data projections and ranks them by their ability to visually discriminate between
classes. The quality of class separation is estimated by computing the predictive accuracy of k-nearest neighbor
classifier on the data set consisting of x and y positions of the projected data points and their class information.
The paper introduces the method and presents experimental results which show that VizRank’s ranking of
projections highly agrees with subjective rankings by data analysts. The practical use of VizRank is also
demonstrated by an application in the field of functional genomics.
Keywords: data visualization, data mining, visual data mining, machine learning, exploratory data analysis
1. Introduction
Data visualization is an essential tool in data analysis since it enables us to visually
detect complex structures and patterns in the data. In the words of Cleveland (1993):
“Visualization is critical to data analysis. It provides a front line of attack, revealing
intricate structure in data that cannot be absorbed in any other way.” However, not all
data projections provide equal degree of insight and the task of the data analyst in case
of exploratory data analysis is to find most informative data projections. Of course, the
patterns that we are looking for depend on the type of the data. In the case of unclassified
data, interesting projections are those that reveal data structures such as trends, outliers
or clusters of points. Projections of classified data, on the other hand, are informative
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when they enable us to spot, i.e. visually induce, a rule that is successful in separating
different classes. Besides finding important attributes in the data set, such displays also
help building an understanding of the class structure.
Because real-life data sets contain several attributes, finding interesting projections
can be a difficult and time-consuming task for the analyst, since the number of pos-
sible projections increases exponentially with the number of concurrently visualized
attributes. For example, when analysing a data set with a simple scatterplot, the number
of different scatterplots one has to inspect is m(m − l)/2, where m is the number of
attributes in the data set.
For this reason, we have developed a method called VizRank, which is able to
automatically rank visual projections of classified data by their success in showing
different class values well separated. VizRank can be applied in combination with any
visualization method that maps attribute values to the position of a plotted symbol. A
new data set is constructed from the projection, containing the class value and just two
attributes: x and y positions of data points. Projection usefulness is estimated by inducing
a classifier—we opted for the k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) classifier—and evaluating its
accuracy on this data set. This way, each projection is numerically evaluated with a
value between 0 and 100. Projections which provide perfect class separation (there is no
overlap between classes) receive value 100, while less informative projections receive
correspondingly lower values. Figure 1 illustrates three scatterplot visualizations of the
wine data set from the UCI repository (Blake and Merz, 1998). The data set comprises 13
continuous attributes which describe the results of chemical analysis used to determine
the type of wine. The three chosen projections are ordered from the least informative
(left) to the most informative (right). The values returned by our method were 47.76,
67.92 and 91.40, respectively. They were obtained using k-NN classifier with k = 15 (for
the choice of k we always chose
√
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Figure 1. Three scatterplots of the wine data set (N = 178, three types of wine), sorted from the least (left)
to the most informative (right). Bellow each diagram, the score of the projection usefulness computed by the
VizRank method using k-NN classifier is reported.
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set, as proposed by Dasarathy (1991)). This example shows how VizRank’s evaluations
correspond to the human intuition about the usefulness of the selected projections.
In the rest of the paper, we first relate our work to other approaches to finding
interesting-data projections. We then describe two visualization methods that we used
in combination with VizRank to test it. The details of the VizRank method are presented
next, followed by experimental results, where we investigate how well the rankings
generated by VizRank match the rankings of human data analysts. We also present a
case study where we have applied VizRank to the data set from functional genomics.
We conclude with a summary.
2. Related work
There are several approaches that enable us to view multidimensional data in the most
interesting way. Since we are focused on projections of classified data, we will not
discuss the wide array of well-known statistical dimension reduction methods, such as
principal component analysis or factor analysis, which are primarily used to analyze the
attribute space as such.
Fisher’s linear discriminant, better known as linear discriminant analysis (LDA), is a
classification method that can be thought of as projecting high-dimensional data onto
a line and performing classification in this one-dimensional space. The projection is
chosen so that it maximizes the distance between the means of the two classes while
minimizing the variance within each class. For c-class problem, the generalization of
this method involves c−1 discriminant functions and it is called multiple discriminant
analysis. These methods are primarily used for classification purposes, but have also
been used for data visualization. Dillon et al. (1998) created class-preserving projec-
tions by using discriminant functions as axes for projecting data in a scatterplot. Since
discriminant functions are optimized for class separation, such projections can show
different classes well separated. The visualization of LDA was further elaborated by
Cook and Yin (2001). The main advantage of this method compared to VizRank is that
there exists a closed form solution for efficient computation of discriminant functions.
Its drawback is that LDA is optimal only for data where each class has unimodal Gaus-
sian density with well-separated means. LDA also creates only c−1 new features which
can in most cases produce only a few scatterplots. An additional problem is the ability
to gain insight from such projections. Each axis is a linear combination of original
attributes, which makes projection interpretation relatively demanding. For extensions
of LDA regarding distributional assumptions, see e.g. Kaski and Peltonen (2003) and
Torkkola (2003).
Projection pursuit (Friedman and Tukey, 1974; Huber, 1985; Nason, 1992) is an algo-
rithm for creating scatterplot projections of high dimensional data where each axis is a
linear combination of attributes. Although it is mainly used in unsupervised learning to
search for clusters of points, it does, like VizRank, numerically evaluate projections. The
criterion of “interestingness” is different, though. Diaconis and Friedman (1984) gave
theorems which show that under suitable conditions, most projections show approxi-
mately Gaussian distribution of data points. This suggests that it is useful to search for
projections where the data is most non-normally distributed. Projection pursuit evaluates
projections using a criterion function called projection pursuit index. Most of projection
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pursuit indices are based on entropy measures and are derivable so that gradient based
approach can be used to find more interesting projections.
3. Visualization methods
There is a huge number of techniques that one can use to visualize multidimensional
data. According to Keim and Kriegel (1996), we can classify them into five different
groups: geometric, pixel-oriented, icon-based, hierarhical and graph based techniques.
VizRank method can be successfully applied with any geometric visualization method
where examples are visualized as points in a two-dimensional space and the values of
attributes only influence the position of the point and not its size, shape or color (symbol
properties can, however, be used to represent class value). Examples of such methods are
scatterplot, radviz, polyviz, and gridviz (Grinstein et al., 2001; Hoffman and Grinstein,
1999; Hoffman et al., 1997). An example of a geometric visualization method where
VizRank can not be used is the parallel coordinates technique (Inselberg, 1981), where
the visualized attributes are shown by parallel vertical axes and each m-dimensional
example is not represented by a point, but by m − 1 connected line segments.
The two visualization methods with which we applied and evaluated the VizRank
method are scatterplot and radviz. Scatterplot is the basic and a very popular visualization
method and was selected because it projects two selected attributes in a very clear and
comprehensible form. Radviz, in contrast to the scatterplot, is able to concurrently
visualize a larger number of attributes, but the projection is more difficult to interpret.
3.1. Scatterplot
Scatterplot with all its variants (Harris, 1999) is one of the oldest and most utilized
visualization methods. In its basic form, it depicts the relation between two continuous
attributes. Attributes are represented with a pair of perpendicular coordinate axes. Each
data example is shown as a point in the plane whose position is determined by the values
of the two selected attributes. The number of visualized attributes can be increased by
mapping them to color, size and shape of the visualized point (Cleveland and McGill,
1984). We must, however, be aware that when visualizing a larger data set, the points can
substantially overlap and the additional attributes may not be successfully perceived. In
our experiment, we used additional point information only to represent the class value.
Examples of scatterplots are presented in Figure 1.
3.2. Radviz
Radviz (Hoffman et al., 1997), which stands for radial visualization, is a method where
the examples are represented by points inside a circle. The visualized attributes cor-
respond to points equidistantly distributed along the circumference of the circle. The
easiest way to understand the method is by using a physical analogy with multiple springs
(Figure 2). For visualizing each data example represented by m attributes, m springs are
used, one spring for each attribute. One end of each spring is attached to the attribute’s
position on the circumference, and the other to the position of the data point inside
the circle. The stiffness of each spring in terms of Hooke’s law is determined by the
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Figure 2. Radviz plot with two data examples from the table. Springs are drawn to illustrate how positions
of points are calculated. Stiffness of each spring corresponds to attribute value and is depicted with line
thickness. Data point is drawn where the sum of all spring forces equals 0.
corresponding attribute value—the greater the attribute value, the greater the stiffness.
The data point is then placed at the position where the sum of all spring forces equals 0.
Prior to visualizing, the values of each attribute are usually standardized to the interval
between 0 and 1 to make all the attributes equally important in “pulling” the data point.
Some properties of the radviz method are:
• All the points that have approximately equal values of all the attributes after standard-
ization, lie close to the center of the circle.
• Points that have approximately equal values at the attributes which lie on the opposite
sides of the circle, will also lie close to the center.
• If one attribute value is much larger than the values of the other attributes, then the
point will lie close to the point on the circumference of the circle which corresponds
to this attribute.
The visualization of a given data set, and also its usefulness, largely depends on the
selection of visualized attributes and their ordering around the circle perimeter. The total
number of possible orderings of m attributes is m!, but some of them are equivalent,
since they represent the same visualization. For each ordering of m attributes, there are
m − 1 equivalent orderings that can be created by shifting the position of each attribute
anchor for up to m − 1 times—each of these orderings will only represent a rotated
version of the original visualization. For each ordering we can also find an equivalent
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Figure 3. Two radviz plots of five attributes in different orders from the wine data set.
visualization if we reverse the order of the attributes. Therefore, it can be shown that the
total number of different visualizations with m attributes is (m − 1)!/2.
Figure 3 shows two radviz visualizations of five attributes from the wine data set. The
order of the attributes in Figure 3(a) makes a completely uninformative visualization,
since it shows all classes overlapping. On the other hand, the order of the same attributes
in Figure 3(b) creates a visualization which shows all three classes almost perfectly
separated. From the position of the points in this figure, we are able to make some
conclusions about the values of the shown attributes. For example, examples of class
Wine = 3 lie close to the positions of attributes A4 and A1, which means that they have
large value at attributes A4 and A1 and small value at attributes A11, A7 and A13. We
can infer similar conclusions for the other two class values.
3.3. Visualization of discrete attributes
Although scatterplot and radviz method are primarily intended for visualizing contin-
uous attributes, they can also be applied to discrete attributes. Since discrete attributes
have only a limited number of possible values, many points can overlap and thus much
information remains hidden. To avoid this, a simple and often used solution is altering
the positions of points by a small random noise (“jitter”) (Chambers et al., 1983), which
improves the perception of data distribution. It is also very important to note that when
visualizing nominal discrete attributes, any impression of order of attribute values is
only a consequence of visualization and not a true property of the attribute.
4. Details of VizRank method
Given a data set and a visualization method, VizRank evaluates possible projections and
provides the data analyst with an ordered list of currently evaluated projections along
with the assessment of their “usefulness”. The list is updated each time a new projection
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is evaluated. This way, the data analyst is relieved of the unguided search through
numerous possible projections, and can focus only on those top-ranked by VizRank that
are likely to provide the best insight into the data. To construct a ranking of possible
projections, the VizRank method computes numerical estimates of the usefulness of
each data projection in the following two steps:
1. Generate the graphical representation of data using the selected set of attributes.
2. Automatically assess the “visual usefulness” of the representation.
As already mentioned, we chose two geometric visualization methods for step 1:
scatterplot and radviz. Step 2 is the more difficult part of the VizRank method. The task
here is to measure the potential value of a particular graphical data representation with
respect to enabling a human to get an insight into the data. In other words, our aim is to
measure how likely it is that a user will spot a visual pattern in the data that corresponds
to a regularity in the domain.
The solution of VizRank is to apply a machine learning method to the graphically
represented data, and estimate the accuracy (in the sense of quality, appropriateness,
performance) of the induced classifier. The graphical representation of the data means
that the available attributes for learning are only the x and y positions of the examples in
the plot and their class value, i.e. the features that the user can see in the representation.
The performance of the classifier (measured using some scoring function like classifica-
tion accuracy or Brier score) is considered to be indicative of visual usefulness because
it will be high if examples with different classes are well separated in the projection, and
low otherwise. Since we can easily define projections with pure, well separated classes
as more interesting and preferable to projections where classes overlap, it is reasonable
to expect that the measure of classification performance gives us a plausible estimate of
usefulness of a given projection.
The choice of the learning algorithm is a key element in evaluating a projection
from the visualization point of view. The result of learning can be seen as a decision
boundary between examples that belong to different classes. Although there are many
classification algorithms available, they are not equally suitable for our purpose. The
reason for that is that each of them has a different bias in forming decision boundaries,
and different boundary shapes are not equally suitable for visualization. For example, in
learning decision trees, decision boundaries can only be straight horizontal and vertical
lines that partition the whole projection into a structure of rectangles. Although decision
trees often perform well as classifiers, we can easily imagine projections with well
separated classes where decision trees would fail to discover visually simple decision
boundaries due to the restriction in boundary shape.
Since we want to measure the potential usefulness of a visualization for human to
gain insight, we want to select a learning method that will produce “visually obvious”
classification rules. Such rules are patterns that we can expect the user would be able to
spot in the graphical representation. One such learning method that we chose to use in
VizRank is the k-NN method where the attributes available to k-NN are only the x and
y positions of the visualized examples.
To summarize, projection evaluation in VizRank method is based on the following.
First, we project the high-dimensional data to a plane, using the selected visualization
method. The projection can be viewed as a feature construction process—we can treat
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the x and y position of the points as two new features. In the next step, VizRank creates
a new data set with the two newly constructed features and the class information. This
data set is then used by a machine learning method, whose task is to learn to predict the
class value for the examples in the data set. The success of learning is then evaluated and
is used as an estimate of usefulness of the projection—the prediction performance on the
data set will be high if different classes are well separated and will be low if the classes
overlap.
4.1. k-nearest neighbor method
k-NN is a machine learning method that predicts class value for an unlabeled example
by analyzing its k neighboring examples. Each of the k neighbors votes for its class value
and their vote is usually weighted according to the distance from the example. In our
implementation, we weighted the votes using function e−t2/s2 , where t is the distance to
the example and s is chosen so that the impact of the farthest of k examples is 0.001. The
result of the voting is a probabilistic class prediction and the example can be labeled
with the most probable class value.
To be able to define the neighborhood, we must first define a metric for measuring the
distance between examples. Our implementation uses Euclidean metric, which has sev-
eral desirable mathematical properties (like invariance to projection rotation). Despite of
its limitations for emulating human judgement of dissimilarity (Santini and Jain, 1996,
1999), it is also a useful approximation for the human criterion (Cutting and Vishton,
1995). As for parameter k, the number of neighbors used in class prediction, we want to
use a large value to obtain a reliable prediction, while at the same time we want to keep it
small enough so that we only consider nearby examples in prediction. The method is less
sensitive to the choice of k if the votes of the neighbors are weighted according to their
distance, so that near neighbors have greater influence on the prediction than far neigh-
bors. In any case, Dasarathy (1991) showed that we can use k = √N as a generally useful
rule of thumb, where N is the number of training examples (we followed this rule in all our
experiments).
4.2. Evaluating the usefulness of a projection
There are many scoring functions measure the performance of a classifier. A mea-
sure that is often used in machine learning is classification accuracy. It is de-
fined as the proportion of cases when the classifier correctly predicted the class
value. However, classification accuracy has a 0/1 loss function and is therefore not
very sensitive in the case of probabilistic classification: for classification accuracy,
it does not matter if the classifier predicted the correct class with the probability
of 1 or with the probability of, say, 0.51. Since in our case the main goal is not to
evaluate the classifier but to evaluate the projection, it makes more sense to work with
the predicted probabilities. For a probabilistic classifier, such as k-NN, a more useful
measure is the average probability ¯P that the classifier assigns to the correct class value:
¯P = E(Pf (y | x)) = 1N
N∑
i=1
Pf (yi | xi ) (1)
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where N is the number of examples, yi, is the correct class value for data example xi and
Pf (yi | xi) is the probability assigned to the correct class value yi, for example xi by the
classifier f. This measure was used in both experiments described in the next section.
Another measure that would give even greater emphasis to the predicted probabilities is
Brier score (Brier, 1950). Given two probability distributions for a given example, the
predicted class probability distribution p′, and the actual class probability distribution
p, where the class can take c values, the Brier score of the prediction is:
b(p; p′) = 1
c
c∑
i=1
(p′i − pi )2 (2)
The larger the Brier score, the worse the prediction performance. In practical eval-
uation of a testing example, the actual class probability distribution p is assigned a
probability of 1 to the true class and 0 to other classes. Brier score on a test data set
is computed as in Eq. (2) for each test example, and then an average value across all
examples is reported.
To estimate the scores for the classification models, we used the leave-one-out evalu-
ation schema. The prediction of the k-NN model was tested on all examples, where for
each test the example being classified was not included in the neighborhood used for
prediction of the class.
To compare how the choice of a scoring function influences the ranking of projections
in practice, we performed an experiment. We evaluated all 3081 scatterplot projections
of the yeast data set (see Section 5.2) using classification accuracy, average probability
assigned to the correct class ( ¯P) and Brier score. Correlations between different measures
are reported in Table 1 and are all statistically significant at p < 0.01. The largest
discrepancies were observed between classification accuracy and ¯P , while there was
almost perfect agreement in ranking between ¯P and Brier score. As expected, the
biggest difference in ranking was for projections that have a large number of critical
examples that lie on the edge of the clusters. Such examples have lower probability of
correct prediction, but still high enough so that they are not misclassified. Brier score
and ¯P measure are more conservative in such cases and take prediction uncertainty
into account, thus lowering classification success. This is illustrated in Figure 4, which
shows a scatterplot projection of an artificial data set with 100 examples described with
two continuous attributes and a binary class attribute. Examples in each class lie within
elongated clusters that are very close to each other, but they are perfectly separable
using y = x as the discriminant function. Classification accuracy of k-NN classifier with
k = 10 (= √100) evaluated on this projection is 100.0%, while ¯P is only 75.1%. Since
k-NN predictions on this data set are highly uncertain (due to the distance between
clusters) we find the value, returned by ¯P score function, as a more reasonable estimate
of the projection usefulness.
We can conclude that classification accuracy is the least appropriate measure for evalu-
ating projections because it discards valuable information about prediction (un)certainty.
Since ¯P and Brier score are highly correlated it does not matter which one we choose.
Nevertheless, we advise using ¯P , because its predicted value of projection usefulness
is easier to interpret. This is also the measure that we used to compute the projection
scores in all our experiments.
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Table 1. Correlations between different scoring functions for evaluation of classifiers on yeast data set. All
correlations are significant at the 0.01 level
¯Pb Brier score
CAa 0.857 −0.872
¯P −0.961
aClassification accuracy.
bAverage probability assigned to the correct class.
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Figure 4. Scatterplot projection of an artificial data set. Purpose of this figure is to illustrate the difference
in projection evaluation when using different measures of classification success. Accuracy of k-NN classifier
on this projection evaluated using classification accuracy is 100.0%, using average probability assigned to the
correct class ( ¯P) it is 75.1% while the Brier score is 0.163
4.3. Computational complexity and a search heuristic
To evaluate a projection we used an implementation of a k-NN algorithm, which uses
O(N2) time, where N is the number of examples. Despite its high complexity we found
this implementation of k-NN sufficient for our experiments. For example, automatic
generation and ranking of 2300 radviz projections of a data set with 200 examples was
computed in 2 minutes on a Pentium 4 PC with 2.4 GHz processor. Analysis of large
data sets would nevertheless have to use a more efficient implementation of k-NN. A
popular implementation that could be used is the k-D tree nearest neighbor algorithm
by Friedman et al. (1977) which would evaluate a projection in O(N log(N)) time.
Computational time used to evaluate a projection is very important, since number
of different projections may be high. In the case of the radviz method displaying l
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attributes of the total m, the l attributes can be selected in ( ml ) different ways and each
selection of l attributes can produce (l − 1)!/2 different radviz projections. Since the
number of projections increases exponentially with l, we are often limited to evaluate
only projections with small number of attributes. Our experience with the radviz method
shows that for classified data this is not a serious drawback, since projections with a
large number of attributes (>8) are very difficult to interpret.
Despite using a fast k-NN algorithm and evaluating only projections with a small num-
ber of attributes, we are still unable to evaluate all possible projections when analyzing
very high-dimensional data sets. For this reason we developed a simple and fast search
heuristic that enables VizRank to find top-ranked projections by evaluating only a small
subset of possible projections. Our heuristic first numerically evaluates the “quality” of
each attribute in the data set using the ReliefF measure (Kononenko and Simec, 1995).
Other measures of attribute quality, like Gini index or Gain ratio, could also be used, but
we selected ReliefF since it can equally handle discrete and continuous attributes. The
heuristic then estimates the usefulness of each projection as the sum of ReliefF values for
the attributes that participate in the projection. Possible projections can be ranked by this
estimate and VizRank can use this ranking to determine the order in which it will assess
the projections. The rationale behind using the quality of attributes as a heuristic for faster
identification of interesting projections is that attributes that are by themselves better at
class separation are more likely to produce informative projections than attributes that are
worse.
To evaluate this heuristic, we performed an experiment using the yeast data set used
in Section 5.2. We first assessed all scatterplot projections and radviz projections with
3 attributes using VizRank. Then we computed how many projections as ranked by
the heuristic we have to evaluate to find the actual best 10, 20 and 50 projections as
ranked by VizRank. The results are shown in Figure 5(a) for scatterplot and Figure 5(b)
for radviz, respectively. The vertical axis represents the percentage of best projections
Figure 5. Lift curves for projection search heuristic for scatterplot (a) and radviz (b) method. While x axis
represents the percentage of evaluated projections, y axis shows the percentage of the actual best 10, 20 and
50 projections that have been found.
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found, while horizontal axis represents the percentage of assessed projections. Since
the curves are very steep we shortened the original size of the x axis to one third for
scatterplot and to one eighth for radviz. To illustrate the effectiveness of the heuristic
we have also drawn a curve that represents the search progress if no heuristic is used. It
is evident that the heuristic is very successful. To find the best 50 projections we have
to assess about 20% of all scatterplot projections (600 projection) and only about 3% of
possible radviz projections (2500 projections). Based on these results and on the results
on several other data sets not reported in this paper, we can conclude that the proposed
heuristic can lead to a significant reduction of the number of projections VizRank needs
to consider to find the most interesting ones.
5. Experimental analysis
In this section, we report the results from two experiments that study the usefulness of
the VizRank method. First, we present results from a psychological experiment testing
the agreement between ranking of projections done by VizRank and rankings done by
human subjects. The second experiment is a case study on a data set from functional
genomics, where VizRank was used to find data projections that may reveal interesting
biological phenomena.
5.1. Psychological experiment
We performed an experiment in which we evaluated how the ranking of projections
proposed by VizRank agrees with rankings assigned by analysts. For this purpose, we
chose six data sets; five from the UCI repository (housing, imports, credit, voting and
wine) and one medical data set from our research practice (circlet—data set describing
upper limb motion using haptic interface (Bardorfer et al., 2001)). All data sets had at
least 5 attributes (discrete and/or continuous) and a class attribute with no more than 5
possible values. Two of the selected data sets had a continuous class but we categorized
it into a binary class with an approximately uniform distribution. The reason for the
limit on the number of class values is that for actual visualization, each value must
be represented with a different color. If a greater number of colors were used, some
of the colors might not be distinguishable enough, which could influence the subjects’
ranking.
Selected data sets were visualized using scatterplot and radviz method. We eval-
uated scatterplots for all different pairs of attributes and all radviz projections with
up to 5 visualized attributes. Projections were generated and evaluated automati-
cally, without any additional human intervention. For each data set, the list of pos-
sible projections was computed and sorted by their usefulness. From this list we
then chose 6 projections: the highest and the lowest ranked projection and four in-
termediate projections so that numerical estimates of usefulness were approximately
equidistant. The six chosen projections for all data sets were color printed on A5 sized
paper.
Twelve post-graduate students of computer science and cognitive psychology were
involved in the experiment. They were selected since they were knowledgeable in
both machine learning and fundamentals of perception. Each of them had twelve
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tasks; six with scatterplots and six with radviz plots. Each task consisted of sort-
ing six projections by their usefulness. Since initial order of projections could influ-
ence the final order as determined by the raters, we used incomplete Latin square
experimental design, so that each rater had a different initial projection order and
different order of data sets. The order of visualization methods was also varied;
half of the raters first rated the scatterplots and the other half first rated the radviz
plots. No time limits were imposed. Typical ranking time for all twelve tasks was 30
minutes.
For each visualization method, average ranks across raters were calculated for each
projection for each data set. Agreement among raters for a given data set and a given
visualization method was assessed using Kendall’s coefficient of concordance W (Siegel
and Castellan, 1988). Agreement of the group of raters with the theoretical ranking was
assessed with the coefficient of correlation of a group of judges with a criterion (Tc, i.e.,
average Kendall’s τ ; (Siegel and Castellan, 1988)). To compare concordance between
groups, the seldom used but long known L statistic was used (Schucany and Frawley,
1973).
Merely the average ranks (Tables 2 and 3) clearly demonstrate that the expert
raters were almost in perfect agreement with the theoretical ranking of projections.
Further support for such observation comes from the fact that for each data set, as
well as for the pooled data, there is statistically significant agreement within and
between visualization methods regarding the ranking of projections (p < 0, 001
for all L-tests). Since there is also statistically significant agreement within and be-
tween the raters ranking scatterplots first and the raters ranking the radviz plots
first (p < 0, 001 for all L-tests), considering either each data set separately or the
pooled data, we can conclude that the order of presentation did not influence the
rankings.
5.2. A case study on a problem from functional genomics
To further evaluate VizRank, we have used a data set from functional genomics
and analyzed annotated gene expression data set on budding yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae. We used the data from 79 different DNA microarray hybridization
Table 2. Mean data analysts’ ranks of selected scatterplot projections
(best)
VizRank ranking
(worst)
Data set #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6
Wine 1.07 1.93 3.00 4.00 5.14 5.86
Voting 1.00 2.21 3.14 3.64 5.00 6.00
Imports 1.00 2.36 3.14 3.50 5.00 6.00
Housing 1.07 2.29 3.00 4.07 4.71 5.86
Credit 1.50 1.50 3.14 3.86 5.00 6.00
Circlet 1.17 2.25 2.58 4.00 5.08 5.92
Total 1.15 2.07 3.01 3.85 4.99 5.93
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Table 3. Mean data analysts’ ranks of selected radviz projections
(best)
VizRank ranking
(worst)
Data set #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6
Wine 1.00 2.00 3.29 3.71 5.00 6.00
Voting 1.00 2.43 3.07 3.64 4.86 6.00
Imports 1.00 2.43 2.86 4.07 4.64 6.00
Housing 1.00 2.79 3.29 3.43 4.50 6.00
Credit 1.21 1.86 3.36 3.57 5.29 5.71
Circlet 1.42 1.58 3.00 4.17 4.92 5.92
Total 1.11 2.17 3.19 3.69 4.90 5.93
Table 4. Measures of concordance (see Section 5.1 for explanation)
Scatterplot Radviz
W Tc W Tc
Wine 0,975 0,936 0,984 0,967
Voting 0,950 0.956 0,925 0,889
Imports 0,934 0,856 0,896 0,856
Housing 0,834 0,856 0,796 0,789
Credit 0,956 0,900 0,909 0,878
Circlet 0,940 0.933 0,946 0,867
Note: All the W values are significantly different from zero at p < 10−6.
measurements experiments from Eisen et al. (1998). The data were drawn from time
courses during the following eight processes: cell division cycle after synchronization by
alpha factor arrest (ALPH; 18 time points), centrifugal elutriation (ELU; 14 time points),
temperature-sensitive cdc15 mutant (CDC15; 15 time points), sporulation (SPO, 7 time
points plus four additional samples), shock by high temperature (HT, 6 time points),
reducing agents (D, 4 time points), low temperature (C; 4 time points), diauxic shift
(DX, 7 time points). Our analysis was inspired by the utility of this data in a study of
various machine learning approaches by Brown et al. (2000), who used gene function
annotation from Munich Information Center for Protein Sequences Yeast Genome Data
Base (MYGD) (http://mips.gsf.de/proj/yeast). In particular, they were interesting for
characterization of five functional classes, of which we have considered the three which
were represented with the highest number of genes (cytoplasmic ribosomes, 121 genes;
proteasome, 35 genes; respiration, 30 genes). We then used VizRank to see how these
three groups of genes can be differentiated based on their expression data.
With 79 attributes, there are 3081 different scatterplots to consider. For these, VizRank
projection scores varied from 99.45 (the best projection) to the 50.86 (the worst one).
Interestingly, the top ten projections all included an attribute coming from measurements
on sporulation, with a second attribute representing a measurement from either heat
shock or diauxic shift experiments. The best two projections are shown in Figure 6(a)
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Figure 6. Two best projections found by VizRank, with scores 99.45 (a) and 98.91 (b), showing
the scatterplots of 186 genes from three functional groups (yeast data set). Attribute “spo-mid” corre-
sponds to a gene expression measurement during sporulation of budding yeast, “heat-20” to a mea-
surement during the heat shock, and “diau f” to a measurement during diauxic shift. For compari-
son, the scatter-plot (c) uses a middle-ranked projection with a score of 74.73. Figure (d) shows a
radviz projection with four attributes that scored 100.0 and offers a perfect separation of functional
groups.
and (b). The two scatterplots indicate that a single gene expression measurement during
sporulation can clearly separate genes from the proteasome functional group from
those from the cytoplasmic ribosomes or respiration. To further separate the latter two
functional groups, an additional attribute is required from either heat shock experiment
Figure 6(a) or diauxic shift Figure 6(b). The utility of the gene expression measurements
during the diauxic shift in characterization of the two of our three functional groups—
cytoplasmic ribosomes and respiration—has previously been reported in the study by
DeRisi et al. (1997). Both projections from Figure 6(a) and (b) also depict an outlier
which is in both cases a gene called YDR069C (Ubiquitin isopeptidase). Interestingly,
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YDR069C is one of the genes in the list of consistently misclassified genes by Brown
et al. (2000) and reported to be loosely associated with its functional group and regulated
differently from the rest of proteasome.
We also investigated the same data set using radviz visualizations with four attributes.
Since the overall number of such projections for our data set was large (4,507,503),
VizRank was run with search heuristic (Section 4.3) and evaluated only 10,000 most
promising projections. Of these, we first found that most projections that well separated
genes of different functional groups (score higher than 95) used attributes from at least
two different types of experiments (for instance sporulation and diauxic shift). There was
no suitable projection where separation would be achieved with all the measurement
coming from the same type of experiment. Such result is biologically relevant as it
speaks about the minimal number of experiments to define the gene function in this
domain. The best projection by VizRank is shown in Figure 6(d). It offers a perfect
separation of classes, and an easy interpretation of the influence of attributes: “heat 20”
and “spo5 11” separate genes from cytoplasmic ribosomes functional group from other
two groups, while attributes “diau e” and “spo-mid” enable us to clearly distinguish the
proteasome group from the cytoplasmic respiration group.
The three functional classes we have used in our example were also among those
studied by Brown et al. (2000). They used support vector machines and report on
reliable classification performance. They do not, however, report on particular rules
that would, based on 79 measured attributes, characterize the functional groups. Our
experiments demonstrate that where such rules exist, VizRank can provide means to
find them and identify corresponding visual representation. For a higher number of
attributes, a combination of VizRank and radviz proved effective. VizRank, together
with associated visualizations, however, is not a replacement to classification induction
methods, but should instead be used in the early stage of exploratory data analysis
to identify interesting attributes and relations. If, however, VizRank can find simple
classification models—like in the case of our functional genomics study—these should
probably be used in place of more complex and less intuitive ones. Further motivation
and details on utility of VizRank as a tool for functional genomics are reported in Leban
et al. (2005).
6. Conclusion
We presented a method called VizRank, that is able to rank data projections by their
expected usefulness. The method works with visualization methods where visualized
attributes only influence the position of the plotted symbol. Usefulness of a projection
can then be defined as a property that describes how well clusters with different
class values are geometrically separated. To evaluate usefulness of a projection, we
used k-nearest neighbor algorithm and measured its predictive accuracy on a data
set constructed from the projection. Such a data set consists of x and y positions
of points and their class information. Prediction performance of the algorithm is
then used as a numerical measure of projection usefulness. This method allows us
to automatically construct and evaluate projections and to present a short list of
the most informative projections to data analyst. We also performed an experiment
showing that the rankings of projections computed by VizRank method agree almost
perfectly with the rankings assigned by data analysts. These experimental results,
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together with a successful case study from the field of functional genomics, indicate
that our method can be successfully used as an aid to data analyst in exploratory data
analysis.
In general, VizRank, which is based on the k-NN classifier, lacks the statistical
inference apparatus available in LDA or projection pursuit. It is also primarily aimed
for original attributes (untransformed dimensions), but in statistical terms it is highly
robust since it makes no assumptions about the probability distributions either of the
original data, or in the projection space. Furthermore, it has proven to perform well on
relatively large and complex data sets, particularly in combination with the proposed
search heuristic.
VizRank is implemented within the Orange data mining software (Demsˇar and Zupan,
2004) and is freely available at http://www.ailab.si/orange. Supplemental pages are
available at http://www.ailab.si/supp/DMAKD-05.
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